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Abstract. Research projects exploring the realm of digital fabrication
have shifted in recent years from developing novel techniques and
outcomes to the development of tools that are part of the design process. The alignment of material systems with digital fabrication technology and tooling processes have led to new terminology such as
‘digital craft’ and ‘digital making’; both terms imply a relationship between craft and digital design and fabrication. Also implied is an intimate relationship between material production, digital tools and CNC
fabrication techniques; critical ingredients in contemporary design
processes. David Pye’s concept of ‘the workmanship of risk’ is used
extensively in current discourse as a means to qualify digital fabrication as craft production. This reading of digital fabrication as craft is
limited because the word craft is used as an analogy to draw parallels
between craft production and digital fabrication. There is a gap in the
knowledge of what contemporary craft practice can bring to digital
fabrication as a discourse or more precisely, the mechanism that allows digital fabrication projects to be read as a form of craft practice.
This paper suggests that craft practice is rooted in the relationship between material, tools and technique as an intricate workflow within a
project; quantifying risk is just a means to assess this relationship. The
workflow however can be considered as autopoietic in nature; it is
both self-referential and self-making at the same time as continuously
designing.
Keywords. Digital craft; digital fabrication; systems theory.
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1. Introduction
This paper explores the line of inquiry: how does craft practice inform digital fabrication. We do this by examining Pye’s concept of the workmanship
of risk in craft practice through his book, the nature and art of workmanship
(1978) and a series of semi-structured interviews with five contemporary
craft practitioners based in Australia. With the aim of developing an in depth
understanding of the workmanship of risk, the authors have drawn on the
reading of Pye’s writing to formulate an analytical diagram which acts as a
tool to allow the authors to quantify risk in making. The aim of the analytical
tool is twofold. Firstly, it allows comparison of different making activities,
allowing practitioners to judge and quantify the level of risk in making. We
argue that it is important to quantify risk in making and relate it to the type
of making and the context of making. The model outlines a framework for
understanding the relationship between tools, materials and techniques.
The textual reading is supported by a series of semi-structured interviews
with contemporary craft practitioners. These case studies provide a cross
sectional view of contemporary craft practices and examine how practitioners deploy and invent novel tools for making as well as techniques to develop their material production. These practices define the context of craft in
this paper; by craft, we refers to material production which are bespoke and
original in design with small or limited production run which are typically
customizable. Here, the authors starts to develop a theoretical framework
around an understanding of making as an active design agent or process; the
formation of repertoire in craft practice, to borrow a term coined by one of
the craft practitioners from the case studies.
Making is often categorised as tacit knowledge instead of explicit
knowledge (McCollough 1998; Sennett 2009), which can be difficult to capture. Initially, the research aims to develop a methodology of analysis that
allows the risk in making to be made quantifiable; risk such as level of control or consistency in the making process. Kolarevic (2008) suggests this as
positive design opportunity. However, what emerges from this research is an
understanding of the interdependent relationship of materials, tools and
techniques in the making process; the nature of the relationship and how it is
affected by its context. These relationships explored through systems theory
reveals how craft practice is a continuous ‘designing’ method. Through this,
the authors suggest that there are deeper understandings of craft practice
which can be used to inform the way we practice digital fabrication.
The contribution of this paper is to review the current theoretical framework of craft in digital fabrication (McCollough 1998; Kolarevic 2008;
Marble 2010) and highlight future areas of research into how craft practice
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can continue to inform digital fabrication and design as material production.
The paper addresses the conference theme of continuous designing through
examining making as a way of generating design knowledge in the process.
2. Background
2.1. DEFINING RISK IN MAKING
The key reason for a number of authors to align digital fabrication with David Pye’s writing is because Pye is foremost a craft practitioner. Unlike other
authors who have written on the topic of craft in 20th century, his writing
reflects his practice. Hence the semantic of craft is absent from his writing.
Instead, he chooses to focus on understanding the making process and its relationship with design.
In his book the nature and art of workmanship (1978), Pye postulates the
idea that craft is about workmanship and technique. Within workmanship (be
it good, bad, rough or precise) lies an intimate relationship between the intent of the designer and the execution of the work. To make a precise judgment of workmanship is to understand how closely the design is aligned with
the executed object. Here, he described a ‘sliding scale’ relationship; for example, good workmanship is where the physical object is aligned with the
design and bad workmanship is where the executed object is far removed
from the intent. This sliding scale model is of interest because it allows one
to evaluate workmanship. What used to be a subjective reading of workmanship is moved towards a model that is almost quantifiable. However, this
scale has no comparative model to calibrate it and it remains abstract within
Pye’s writing.
The second aspect is technique. This is closely related to workmanship
and the level of risk the maker deploys in his/her work. The term Workmanship of Risk and Workmanship of Certainty although set up as dichotomy, it
is intended as another ‘sliding scale’ model. Pye in his critique on mass production discussed the lack of risk in workmanship. Similarly, he also recognized that at various stages of work, there are different levels of risk. For example, in a mass production scenario and from product design point of view,
there are high levels of risk at the early preparatory stage in term of tooling:
preparation of tools, mould et cetera. However, once the procedure is refined
through appropriate tooling process, establishing control over the material
(using mold or jig) and dexterity, the level of risk is reduced. This of course
coincides with the economic requirements of most manufacturing procedures; lower cost, repeatability and controllable production.
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Most craft practice tends to lean towards the workmanship of risk end of
the spectrum. However, there is always a certain level of control and dexterity in the process, which we observe in our case studies. It is important to
clarify that there are certain craft practices that are outside the boundary of
this reading, namely those based on free forming processes.
2.2. RISK IN MAKING
From the above analysis, we have devised a web diagram illustrated in Figure 1. The diagram attempts to spatialise the relationship between tools, material and techniques based on a reading of Pye’s writing. The relationship of
tools and technique raises the question of appropriateness, while the relationship between tools and material raises the question of the establishment of
control. Lastly, the relationship between material and techniques is based on
care, dexterity and judgment.

Figure 1. Web diagram mapping relationship between tools, material and techniques.

Producing a web diagram for various stages of a manufacturing or craft
production process, we can start to compare the stages of making within one
process and also compare the mappings for different processes. Through
comparative study of the various stages of work, the diagrams can be calibrated relative to each other. This becomes a useful analytical tool to understand the type of making and its context. For example, we use this analytical
tool to compare the making process between craft practices in order to understand the relationship between tools, material and techniques at the various stage of making. We will discuss this in greater detail.
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Figure 2. Web diagram mapping level of risk at different stages of making.

2.3. SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS
In parallel to textual analysis of Pye, we interviewed five craft practitioners;
Brendan Dwyer (shoe maker), Kris Coad (ceramic artist), Marcos Davidson
(jeweller), Damien Wright (furniture maker) and Steve Howden (leather
jacket and inflatable structure maker). Four of the practitioners work within
traditional media while Steve Howden works across both a digital medium
and fabrication. On average, each craft practitioner interviewed has over 20
years of practice and is an established leader in their field. All the practices
are small scale with focus on making custom and one off products or design.
Each participant is asked the same set of questions with slight variations depending on trajectory of the conversation. The questions are centred around
their practice with key emphasis on their techniques, tools and processes.
Below is a small sample of the questions:
•
•
•
•

How do you develop your technique?
Do you think the tools you use define your practice?
Do you invent your own tools?
How do materials or material systems influence your design or design thinking?

Responses from the interview are analysed and synthesised in the following sections.
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3. Structure coupling of practice
3.1. CONTINUOUS DESIGNING
While the outcome of each craft practice may vary, there are commonalities
in practice:
• Completeness of the process from design to production. That is, the entire
process of making from start to completion is overseen, managed and designed by a single practitioner. While there may be assistants involved, the
work is developed within a set of ‘controlled’ environments. Marcos Davidson described this as having autonomy over techniques, tools and material.
• Design is seen as a continuous, evolving practice. The design process of each
practitioner evolves with the workmanship underpinned by techniques and
material understandings. Knowledge in the techniques, tools and materials is
developed within the workflow itself; as in an autopoietic system where tools
are modified, adapted and invented to become generative within a design
process. It is important to note the original domain specific concept of autopoiesis (Varela et al 1974) has since been apply to non-biological systems
and is outside the scope of discussion of this writing (Urrestarazu 2012).
• The type of material deployed conditions the toolsets, techniques and ultimately the boundary of the practice. The clarity of the boundary in fact defines the locus of the practice.

These initial findings start to describe the formation of repertoire in craft
practice where the fluid relationship between tools, material and techniques
can produce a variable set of material outcomes; tools, materials and techniques are identified as the three key aspects in the making process, referring
back to Pye’s model of workmanship. This study demonstrated that a defined bandwidth of tools and techniques applied to a specific material or material system leads to a repertoire within which a wide range of variation is
possible.
This description is quite different from the traditional perception of craft
practice as linear thought process; where abstraction of the object’s form and
function is preconceived before the application of certain techniques and material using a predefined set of tools (Risatti 2013). One of the reasons why it
is difficult to pin down the relationships between material, tool and techniques are because the relationship is in fact opaque; precisely because the
design process takes place within a closed loop. That is to say, the incremental innovation that occurs within each of the studied craft practices is selfreferential and is only deeply understood by the individual makers them-
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selves. Meanwhile its impact on design allows each of the practices to develop unique aesthetics and design strategy. For example, in the work of
Marcos Davidson, he actively invents as well as modifies tools to allow him
to punch and shape silver into specific geometries and decorative designs.
Brendan Dwyer modifies his skiving knife so it can perform multiple tasks.
Kris Coad develops techniques to fire feathers and paper as delicate porcelain objects. Damien Wright modifies and builds bespoke jigs for each of his
custom furniture projects. Steve Howden develops custom scripts to unroll
developable surfaces for his inflatable structures and leather bike wear.

Figure 3. Loose workflow of Marcos Davidson’s practice forming a design repertoire.

Fry (2009) called craft a proto form of design intelligence. The
knowledge of techniques, tools and material are structurally coupled to produce a feedback system; as pictured in our earlier web diagram. This feedback however is not just recursive but also generative in so far as the practice evolves, the aesthetics and design co-evolve with this knowledge
incrementally either over time or over projects. The practice takes on its own
life; it is not just self-referential but also self-making (Reichel 2001). This
evolving model has similarity to Reichel (2001) autopoietic theory of technology. He described technology as a self-referential system independent of
the environment of society and the individual. It is a system that observes
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itself and evolves not through artificial intelligence but through a perpetual
coupling with society and its function system such as economic, science and
design. Rachel argues that technology evolves and evaluates itself by the
work of the engineer through coded language or through social acceptance
(either work/fail technology). Returning to our craft practitioners, their
works are already coupled with economy, technology, art and/or design. The
survival of a 15 to 20 plus year – old practice is a testimony of social and
cultural acceptance.
It is therefore interesting to re-read the web diagram not just as a mean to
evaluate risk: high, medium or low or as quantifiable percentage, but to precisely reveal the structural coupling of craft practices; in other words, craft
practices is the coupling of techniques, tools and material. In system theory,
structural coupling (Wood 2007; Reichel 2011) brings two or more distinct
systems together in order to exert influence over one another in a mutual
manner. In creative writing, Wood (2007) called this the act of ‘coauthorship’ where creativity co-evolves to produce innovation.
3.2. FROM WORKFLOW TO NETWORK
This research aims to develop a deeper understanding of the coupling structure between tools and techniques. It is the obvious link to digital fabrication, as CNC tooling and digital workflow is firstly conditioned by the type
of machinery as tool and scripts or coding as tool making process to aid the
automation workflow (Fisher 2008; Davis 2013) as well as to produce novel
effects (Kolarevic 2008). In this section, we will discuss the need to invent
tools within an autopoietic system.
Heidegger (1967) already suggested that tool forms systems and the invention of tools is formed out of a larger system from which it obtains its
meaning; he argued that the cultural context is implicit when anything is
made. Therefore, the need to invent tools in craft practices (Pye includes
form determining systems like molds and jigs as part of toolset) is part of the
self-making process. Within the larger system, the tools form a chain of use;
however this chain can be broken and reconfigured depending on the nature
of making. The authors observed from the workflow of Steve Howden that
the introduction of digital software and CNC machinery allows for a flexible
‘plug and play’ relationship between tools whether it is manual, analogue or
digital; Howden called his practice Flexible Manufacturing.
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Figure 4. Tools as network and chain.

The workflow of information is not linear but is inherently networked.
Through observing Marcos Davidson working on a wedding ring, one could
see the well-rehearsed strategy of making in play. Here, the tacit knowledge
of how to use a particular tool forms a link in the chain within the workflow
of material production (Risatti 2013). The tool can be assembled and reassembled to suit the design intent. In some cases, the toolset become part of
the design process. The above suggests a process of continuous designing in
practice (Fry 2009).
What is of interest is the information flow from the techniques to the
tools to the material. The information although not written explicitly, is nevertheless coded. Reichel (2011) described ‘information as a pattern that influences the formation and transformation of other patterns. That is to say,
data in the first instance only becomes effective when placed next to or used
to work or influence another set of data to become useful information. This
working of transformation process is visible as pattern. Returning to the
making of a ring, the pattern of assimilating tools to transform the metal into
a specific geometry (identifiable as a ring) is the transforming of material as
matter into visible effects (of decorative patterns and geometry) as the actualization of information; the crafted artefact is an embodiment of the practitioner’s implicit knowledge exercised through complex coupling of tools,
techniques and materials. Through further social coupling, the ring gains
sentimental value.
4. Conclusion
While the current theoretical framework in digital fabrication around Pye’s
workmanship of risk (McCollough 1998; Kolarevic 2008; Marble 2010)
constructed an analogy between craft and digital fabrication, they also implicitly structured a discourse coupling materials, tools and techniques. The-
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se structure couplings allow researchers to develop a deeper understanding
of the mechanism within craft practice. We suggested that the nature of these
relationships can be instrumental in how we practice digital fabrication in
architecture; from making and invention of tool through to reconceptualizing tools and techniques as a part of design repertoire. The paper suggests that making is not just a set of workflows or means to an end
but is a form of self-generating or generative practice. We argue that digital
fabrication is itself a form of practice that co-evolves technology with material systems.
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